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Sensuous mysterious elegance. a combination of classical modern opera forged with haunting lyrical

melodies fused with ambient/dreamy pop rhythms. 9 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: Contemporary, NEW

AGE: New Age Details: Isis is a collaborative endeavor between Elliot Zeitoune and Sabrina Paolella.

Elliot is a concert pianist turned producer/composer of all genres of music. As executive producer of KTP

Music Productions, Elliot has had the good fortune to have worked with many talented artists such as

Love  Sas, MTS, Sarina Paris, Chris Aires, Eternia, Errol Lee and Miguel de la Bastide just to name a

few. As a concert pianist, he studied at the Paris conservatory, the Toronto conservatory and the faculty

of music at the University of Toronto. Sabrina is a very artistically gifted and marketable lyric soprano

possessing a voice described simply as sensual mysterious elegance. At her young age, her

professionalism is quite apparent in her recordings. This performer's ear has the ability to capture notes

instantly and reproduce them perfectly. Her voice has strength, flexibility, beauty and stamina. A

combination perfect for any type of music. Elliot, therefore, has taken the beauty and elegance of

Classical music and in combination with Pop/Ambient music has developed a sound uniquely described

as "sensual, mysterious elegance". This CD entitled "Jewel of the Nile" is the first of its kind. Classical

vocals joined with a somewhat Ambient/Pop/Classical production have taken Italian opera to different

heights. A sound so diverse, it has a vast and wide market appeal unlike any other genres of music today,

enabling it to cross the generation gap. With a sexy, strong and soulful voice, a passionate and

determined delivery, Isis will touch the hearts of many, one song at a time.
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